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Summer is at an end, winter’s
coming, the days are getting
shorter, the leaves are falling,

and it’s likely that your mood is, too.
There are reasons to feel better, how-
ever. Stuff has been accomplished for
you.

In case you haven’t left your office
in the last two months, and have been
reduced to a gibbering hermit-like
state reminiscent of the immortal
Leonard Cohen’s words “all my
friends are gone, and my hair is gray; I
ache in the places where I used to
play,” then you’ll know that the
GradUate Small project Help (GuSH)
and conference funding programs are
in effect. That means that if you need
funding to support your dissertation
work or attend a conference but all of
your other sources have been tapped
out, you’re not just out of luck. We’re
here as a kind of safety net. We want
you to know that there are people at
Carnegie Mellon who care. There are
actually a lot of people at CMU who
care. We’re some of them.

Don’t quite believe it? Well, huge
strides have also been taken regarding
health insurance. You can probably
even expect to start hearing about
positive, practical changes in the next
few months. When you do, remember
that it’s because the Graduate Student
Assembly (GSA) and the administra-
tion are working toward your
well-being. “Why?” you ask. Simple.
It’s because our well-being (that of the
GSA), the well-being of the adminis-
tration—and even that of the
university—is linked to yours. Your
gain equals our gain. Our gain equals
your gain. Everyone benefits.

Maybe it can be summarized like
this: There’s a difference between
achievement and success. In a com-
petitive framework, all that counts is
the success. As long as you do slightly
better than the other person/group/or-
ganization, then you succeed; but that
can be accomplished just as easily by
putting in the minimal necessary effort
on your part, or by causing the other
person to fail. In a cooperative frame-
work, like the one the GSA works in,
the focus is on achievement. The
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News from Across Campus
Art

Art students from Carnegie Mellon
and Virginia Commonwealth University
(VCU) are planning an art show ex-
change of graduate work. This exchange
promotes a creative and educational dia-
logue between two of the top art
programs in the country. VCU graduates
will show work Dec. 1-4 in CFA’s
Hewlett Gallery, first floor lobby, third
floor display cases and fourth floor north
end loge. CMU graduates will be show-
ing work Feb. 2-15 at VCU in the Fine
Arts Building’s Bradford Gallery and
entrance lobby, located at 1000 West
Broad St., Richmond, Virginia. Opening
receptions to be announced.

Naomi Falk won third place for her
cast bronze piece “Handpool” in the Na-
tional smallSculpture2001 competition
held this summer at the Carnegie Mu-
seum of Art.

Semi Ryu’s animation Hungboga was
selected by the Georgetown Indyfilm
Festival in Washington, D.C., and was
screened on Aug. 11. Hungboga was
also one of five finalists in the animation
category at Unimovie 2001 in Pescara,
Italy. It was screened there Oct. 5 and 6.
Last year, Ryu won first prize in this
competition for Koktoo Gaksi.

M.F.A. student Brooke Singer’s
online self-portrait (www.bsing.net/)
was reviewed by M.F.A. alumnus
Ricardo Miranda Zuniga  in the Nov. 5
online edition of theSpleen: a Weekly
Rupture (www.thespleen.com).

Fereshteh Hamidi Toosi exhibited
“Proverbs Series: The Grass Is Always
Greener on the Other Fence” in the 91st
Associated Artists of Pittsburgh Annual,
juried by Carnegie Mellon Professor
David Carrier. The piece was reviewed
by art critic Mary Thomas in the Pitts-
burgh Post-Gazette, Saturday, Aug. 25.

Chemical Engineering
Doctoral students Jennifer R. Jack-

son and Vianey Garcia Osorio won the
Janice Lumpkin Future Faculty Travel
Award from the National Science Foun-
dation/American Institute of Chemical
Engineers (AIChE). The awards were
presented on Nov. 5 at the AIChE annual
meeting in Reno, Nevada.

Chemistry
Doctoral student Jeff Pyun has been

selected as the first recipient of the De-
partment of Chemistry’s Legacy
Dissertation Fellowship. The fellowship
was made possible by an alumni gift and
is awarded for excellence and dedication
in research.

Civil and Environmental
Engineering

Graduate students Jenny Berschling,
Christian Buergy, Clemens Kadow,
Sarah Rees, Satoshi Takahama and
Wei Tang were among members of two
running teams that placed first and sec-

ond in the Education Division for the
Pittsburgh 10K Great Race in Septem-
ber. Also on the teams were faculty
members Peter Adams, Cliff Davidson
and Dave Dzombak.

Alexandre Cunha and Clemens
Kadow each received $750 travel grants
from the National Science Foundation to
attend the 10th International Meshing
Roundtable held in October in Newport
Beach, California. Cunha presented a
poster entitled “Adaptive and optimal
smoothing in triangular meshes” and
Kadow presented a poster entitled “To-
wards parallel robust large-scale mesh
generation.” Both are Ph.D. students in
the Mechanics, Materials and Comput-
ing Laboratory in Civil and Environ-
mental Engineering.

Recent doctoral graduate Ki joo Kim
(and current post-doctoral researcher in
the department) is the winner of the
2001 AIChE Separation Division Gradu-
ate Research Award. Sponsored by Air
Products and Chemicals, Inc., Cargill,
Inc., The Gillette Company, Koch-
Glitsch, Inc., and Praxair, Inc., this
award recognizes an outstanding re-
search contribution from a graduate
student to separation fundamentals and
applications. Kim won for his paper en-
titled “Solvent Selection and Recycling
in Continuous Chemical Industry: A
Multiobjective Framework.” He will re-
ceive his award (a plaque and $300) at
the annual AIChE Meeting in Reno in
November.

Electrical and Computer
Engineering

The B.G. Lamme/Westinghouse
Graduate Fellowship Fund has given
Carnegie Mellon an endowment valued
at $1,161,426 that will be used to pro-
vide graduate fellowships in the
Department of Electrical and Computer
Engineering. Westinghouse Electric es-
tablished the Lamme Scholarship Fund
for graduate study in electrical engineer-
ing in 1927 in memory of Westinghouse
chief engineer Benjamin Garver Lemme,
who died in 1924. Originally, the fund
was only to be used for graduate study
by Westinghouse engineers, but when
Westinghouse was dismantled in the late
1990s, Carnegie Mellon was granted this
endowment to support fellowships in
electrical and computer engineering.
With this gift, Westinghouse Electric has
contributed more than $3.2 million to
the university since 1985.

Engineering and Public Policy
Doctoral student Margaret Taylor ’s

thesis was selected as the recipient of
this year’s Best Dissertation Award by
the Academy of Management—Public
and Nonprofit Division. She received the
award at a ceremony in August. Her the-
sis was entitled “The Influence of

continued on page 7

The terrorist attacks of September
11th have had a heavy impact on
computing. Already, Congress has

passed sweeping new laws to enhance
law enforcement’s surveillance abilities.
Some computing issues at the forefront
include publicly accessible encryption,
national I.D. cards, face-recognition
technology at airports and sporting
events, the effects of widespread visual
surveillance in Britain and Japan and
data mining (such as that to detect social
interactions).

How much safer will these initiatives
make us, and are they worth the loss of
personal privacy? These and other topics
are at the heart of a new panel discussion
series organized by a group of doctoral
students in the School of Computer Sci-
ence. Entitled “Computing After the
World Trade Center: Surveillance and
Privacy,” the first panel discussion took
place on Nov. 1.

The panel featured Latanya Sweeney
(assistant professor, Computer Science
and the Heinz School, and founder of the
Laboratory for International Data Pri-
vacy; she is also developing a
bioterrorism surveillance system),
George Duncan (professor, Statistics and
the Heinz School; author of Private
Lives and Public Policies: Confidential-
ity and Accessibility of Government
Statistics) and Witold Walczak (execu-
tive director of the Pittsburgh ACLU).
These panelists joined moderator Mike
Shamos (principal systems scientist,
LTI, and director of Carnegie Mellon’s
Institute for Homeland Security Re-
search) to discuss these and other issues
before a gathering of members of the
campus community.

In an e-mail interview, three of the
founding members of the panel discus-
sion series—Sonya Allin (HCII), Trey
Smith and Bernadine Dias (Robotics)—
describe the series and how the idea
came about.

Whose brainchild was this?
Sonya Allin: There are a lot of students
involved. These include (but are not lim-
ited to) the three of us plus Matt Deans
(Ph.D., RI), David Tolliver (Ph.D., RI),
Anupriya Ankolekar (Ph.D., HCII), Kate
Larson (Ph.D., CSD), Irina Shklovski
(Ph.D., HCII) and Carol Frieze
(women@SCS).

I think the origin of this group stems
from conversations among myself,
Anupriya, Bernadine, Irina and Lenore
Blum (from women@SCS). In addition,
Matt Deans has been organizing the re-
vival of the Pittsburgh Chapter of
Computer Professionals for Social Re-
sponsibility (CPSR) (www.cs.cmu.edu/
~cpsr/). It looks as though we will be
operating in the future under the aus-
pices of this organization.

SCS Grads Organize
Panel Discussions on
Issues in Computing
Post-September 11th

continued on page 6
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“Talking About Teaching” is an ongoing
forum for discussing teaching issues
relevant to TAs, graduate student
instructors and future faculty alike.
This installment is by Michele DiPietro,
who is Assistant Director for Graduate
Student Support in the Eberly Center
for Teaching Excellence and an
instructor in the Statistics Department,
from which he received his Ph.D. this
past year.

Enthusiasm seems to be a uni-
versally agreed-upon characteris-
tic of good teachers. Graduate

students never fail to mention it in my
seminars; undergraduates talk about it in
every focus group I’ve conducted. In-
deed, everybody who has taught a
course knows that perceived enthusiasm
can color every question on the FCE
forms. Some students will over-
look minor disorganization in a
class taught by a friendly
teacher, but will crucify the re-
served but perfectly competent
teachers. On one evaluation
form, one student wrote that the
instructor “wasn’t nice to the students.
She never brought M&Ms to class.” Yes,
it’s a tough crowd out there!

What nobody agrees on is a definition
of enthusiasm, or a set of enthusiastic at-
titudes and behaviors. Workshop
participants quickly add a disclaimer
that enthusiasm is not “doing somer-
saults,” and that there are different
personalities, more or less extroverted,
and everybody can be enthusiastic in his
or her own way. Nobody has committed
to a recipe for enthusiasm yet. Indeed,
there is a sentiment that enthusiasm is a
gift, and you either have it or you don’t.

Everybody who knows me would
agree that I am rather enthusiastic in the
classroom (and outside), but looking
back on my experience I see that it
wasn’t always so. My first two semesters
as a TA at Carnegie Mellon were quite
unremarkable. I saw all my grading as a
chore. I missed office hours on more
than one occasion, and I had to drag my-
self to the 9 a.m. Friday lab with a
Frappuccino Mocha VentiTM to stay
awake. Then the department assigned
me to teach a summer class. Something
changed there. That was my class! I was
in charge! Those students depended on
me. For the first time, my statistical
knowledge would be useful to other
people, and I could teach them how to
be critical consumers of statistics. A
combination of all these factors made it
possible for my naturally extroverted
character and jolly attitude to finally
blossom, even in the classroom.

Other graduate students report similar
experiences in my workshops. For some
of them it was the interaction with a par-
ticular professor, either wonderful or
horrible, that catalyzed the determina-
tion to do things right in the classroom.
For some international students it was
the exposure to new educational meth-
ods in the U.S. Other students have
found that turning point in their relation-
ship with a particular student. Most of
them can point to a defining moment
where their attitude changed. Thus, en-
thusiasm happens through an epiphany.

The idea of epiphany (manifestation
of the divine) is consistent with the ety-
mology of enthusiasm, and this fact has

Teaching
with

Enthusiasm

Talking

Teaching
About

helped me focus some reflections. The
theme of the Greek word is en + theos,
which means “god inside.” Therefore,
the original meaning of the word indi-
cates a numinous experience. I am
enthusiastic because the gods have
spoken to me. The gods have told me
what to do with my life, and have left
a little fragment of deity inside me as a
living reminder of what I stand for,
and as a source of strength when the
going gets tough. Talking about enthu-
siasm brings in a spiritual dimension,
which unfolds in the daily life through
the concept of vocation. What I do is
not merely what I do, but what I have
been called to do. It’s the way I have
been given to make the world a better
place. I can be enthusiastic in the
classroom because I have been in-
spired. Imagine going to class every
day with this consciousness, and imag-
ine the fire your words would ignite.

Regardless of any particular reli-
gious belief, this spiritual approach is
helpful because it introduces three
central concepts. The first one is that
of care. True enthusiasm doesn’t origi-
nate from one’s effort of following a
best practices list: make eye contact,

crack a joke every now and
then, make small talk at the
end of class, and don’t forget
those M&Ms. Instead, en-
thusiasm comes via a change
of heart. I have to care—care
about my subject, care about

my students, care about the cognitive
as well as the affective dimensions of
teaching and learning. Learning names
and replying in a timely manner to e-
mails only works if I do it from a
position of care.

Care until it hurts sometimes, be-
cause the next concept is responsibil-
ity. If teaching is what I’ve been called
to do, I have to make sure I give it my
all, even to the students who try my
patience, even on the days I don’t feel
like even trying. Irresponsible enthusi-
asm can be just a dog and pony show.
Responsible enthusiasm forces me to
learn the names of the students I dis-
like too, and it makes sure that if I
bring candies to class it is in the con-
text of achieving some educational or
developmental goal (M&Ms are great
to explain and test multinomial prob-
abilities!).

But the concept that completes the
triad is gratitude. I am thankful that I
get to touch people’s lives, expand
their minds and make them realize
how much they can accomplish. Fur-
thermore, I am grateful that this
happens in the context of what I love
to think about—statistics. Frederick
Buechner’s words are particularly rel-
evant here, because he defines
vocation as “the place where your
deep gladness and the world’s deep
hunger meet.” In this sense I have the
best job in the world. No wonder I’m
so enthusiastic!

The Eberly Center for Teaching Excel-
lence provides support for graduate
students who are or will be teaching.
The center offers TAs and graduate
student instructors the opportunity to
be observed and receive feedback on
their teaching from a skilled peer ob-
server. The center also conducts semi-
nars on core teaching topics, provides
written documentation of teaching de-
velopment and holds a monthly read-
ing/discussion group.

Upcoming seminars are listed in the
Calendar of Events on page 8. Further
information on other activities is
available at www.cmu.edu/provost/
teaching/center.html.

Michele DiPietro and Terri
Huston, both Carnegie
Mellon alumni and former

Eberly Teaching fellows, have joined
the center full time as assistant
directors. Although they will share
many duties, DiPietro’s primary focus
will be on graduate student teaching
while Huston’s will be on faculty
teaching.

DiPietro, Assistant Director for
Graduate Student Support, is also an
instructor in the Department of
Statistics. Originally from Pescara,
Italy, he received a B.S. with honors in
economics and commerce from the
Università degli Studi “Gabriele
D’Annunzio” in Chieti, Italy, and
received both his master’s and
doctorate in statistics from Carnegie
Mellon. He steps into his new role from
his previous positions in the Eberly
Center as a teaching fellow and the
Coordinator of Graduate Student
Support.

DiPietro’s main interest is diversity
in the classroom. Working from
theoretical models, he seeks to derive
strategies to make the classroom a safe,
welcoming and respectful environment
for all students, especially women,
racial minorities, lesbian and gay
students, adult and returning students,
and international students. As part of
his commitment to diversity, he
organized Gay Jeans Day on campus in
1999 and the campus vigil for Matthew
Shepard in 1998.

DiPietro is also interested in
exploring pedagogically sound
technologies for teaching. He is
currently restructuring the Eberly
Center’s documentation program to
expand the focus on diversity.

Currently, DiPietro is gearing up to
survey faculty on effective strategies
they have employed in the classroom to
help their students process the events of
September 11th. This is in preparation
for a seminar to be held March 21
entitled “The Day After: Helping
Students Cope with Tragedy” (see
Calendar of Events on page 8 for
details). He is also working on revising
“Best Practices for Teaching First-Year
Undergraduates: Strategies from
Experienced Faculty,” a booklet that
Eberly first produced in 1997.

Both DiPietro and Huston are
involved in a project to document “the
best of the best” teachers on campus.
Viewing videotapes of these
outstanding faculty as they teach,
DiPietro and Huston will analyze and
annotate the tapes to identify examples
of effective teaching strategies and
techniques. This information will help
new and future faculty.

Terri (Therese) Huston is the
Assistant Director for Faculty Support
at the Eberly Center. She is also an
adjunct professor in Carnegie Mellon’s

Eberly Teaching Center Welcomes
Two Alumni As New Assistant Directors

Psychology
doctoral
alumna Terri
Huston and
Statistics
doctoral
alumnus
Michele
DiPietro
joined the
Eberly Center
this summer
as assistant
directors.

Department of Psychology. A native of
Cleveland, she received a B.A. in
psychology and cognitive science from
Carleton College and her master’s and
doctorate in psychology from Carnegie
Mellon. After receiving her doctorate in
1996, Huston worked for two years as a
teaching fellow in the Eberly Center
while also serving as a fellow at
Carnegie Mellon’s Center for the Neural
Basis of Cognition. She then taught
psychology at Pacific University in
Forest Grove, Oregon, from 1998 to
2001.

Huston’s current focus is teaching and
consulting in the general area of
applying cognitive psychology and
neuroscience research to education. She
is also interested in how hormonal
levels influence cognition, with a focus
on the effects of testosterone on
recognition memory. In 1995, Huston
received the American Psychological
Association Dissertation Award and a
Fellowship in Cognitive Neuroscience
from the McDonnell Foundation. She
was a finalist for the Luce Foundation
Scholarship in 1996.

Currently, Huston is involved in a
project to create an effective instrument
to collect better data on courses and
classroom teaching. She and colleagues
from both the Eberly Center and the
Office of Technology in Education are
conducting a series of pilot tests to
observe undergraduates as they
complete the form while thinking out
loud. This observation will help
determine if sections of this new form
are unclear or redundant.

“Both Terri and Michele were
unanimous choices of the search
committee,” explains Eberly Center
Director and Associate Provost for
Educational Development Susan
Ambrose. “We interviewed a number of
nationally known candidates who had
been doing faculty and TA development
for years, and still our own ‘home
grown’ rose to the top. Both bring a
solid understanding of the Carnegie
Mellon culture, an asset to the type of
work they are and will be doing.

“Michele had been working part time
with the Eberly Center for a few years
and already had a jump-start in
understanding the issues and needs of
graduate TAs and future faculty. His
enthusiasm and commitment to graduate
students is overwhelming; and that
Ph.D. in statistics comes in handy!

“Terri’s background in cognitive
psychology reinforces the center’s 20-
year commitment to promoting
research-based understanding of
learning and, hence, strategies for
effective instructional design and
classroom teaching. Her energy and
wonderfully positive outlook on life are
much appreciated. We are lucky to have
lured her back here from the Pacific
Northwest.”

Photo by
Ken Andreyo
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Arts and Special Collections Creates
Library Web Site for Finding Images

Work Projects Administration Poster
Collection (Library of Congress),
American Memory Collection

Head of the Virgin by Leonardo da Vinci
Harris Brisbane Dick Fund, 1951
Metropolitan Museum of Art
AMICO

ARTSPEC, the Arts and Special
Collections department of the
University Libraries, has recently

published an image-finding web site
called CaMIL (Carnegie Mellon Image
Locator) available via the Libraries’ web
pages at www.library.cmu.edu/Libraries/
artspec/camil/index.html. It gathers image
search engines, a selection of image librar-
ies (collections) and print image resources
at a central point for anyone who wants to
begin a search for visual images. Re-
sources are selected for quality and
breadth of content as well as image ac-
cessibility (including good interface
design and downloading capabilities for
web resources) while taking into account

the wide multidisciplinary visual research
needs of the College of Fine Arts.

The Search Engine section of the site
facilitates access to search engines with
image searching options such as Alta
Vista, Hotbot and Yahoo, as well as en-
gines that search exclusively for images
and non-print media, such as FAST Mul-
timedia. Using general search engines may
result in a “mixed bag” of hits, although
trying the advanced search options for
each engine can help a good deal in nar-
rowing down a topic. Many of these
provide “thumbnail” browsing to higher
resolution images.

The Image Libraries section is a more
focused way to gain access to web images
from the everyday to objects d’art. To find
hundreds of image links on almost any
subject, one might begin with meta sites
such as Finding Images Online by image
guru Paula Berinstein or Margaret Vail
Anderson’s Digital Librarian, although
image quality varies for each link. The AP
Photo Archive is another site for obtain-
ing a wide variety of images. These
Associated Press news photographs are
high-resolution quality and are provided
to Carnegie Mellon users via a library sub-
scription. Two other widely used quality

image libraries of note are American
Memory: Historical Collections for the
National Digital Library documenting the
American History Collection of the Li-
brary of Congress, and AMICO, American
Museum Image Consortium, a database li-
censed to Carnegie Mellon users accessing
thousands of digital reproductions of art
works from 24 major American museums.
A future addition to this section will in-
clude subject-specific image links from
Carnegie Mellon subject librarians’ web
pages.

All the images you need can be found
on the web. NOT. The Print Resources sec-
tion of CaMIL lists some tried and true
manual resources in Hunt Library for find-

ing images including the small but well-
used Picture Clipping Files, and the Arts
Reference Picture collection of visual ref-
erence books and stock photography
catalogs, some with accompanying CD-
ROMs. This section also includes a guide
to picture indexes that direct researchers
to pictures in books or journals. The Il-
lustration Index, for example, indexes
pictures in well-illustrated popular maga-
zines such as Life and National
Geographic.

CaMIL can help you begin your image
research, but there are many other alter-
natives for finding images on the web and
in print. If you have difficulty finding an
image you need, try asking a librarian.
There’s a vast amount of visual informa-
tion out there that can be obtained via
human ingenuity. If you do find a web or
print image you want to use, be sure to
check for copyright restrictions (or not)
stated by each image provider.

Arts and Special Collections welcomes
suggestions for additions to CaMIL. Send
comments to artsref@andrew.cmu.edu or
contact any ARTSPEC librarian.

—Mo Dawley,
Art and Drama Librarian

Flower clipart
Barry’s Clipart (accessed through Paula
Berinstein’s website, Finding Images Online)

Couch’s spadefoot
(Photo by Ken Felsman, 1997)
Toads and Frogs, Herp Pictures,
References and On-Line Resources

Candlelight vigil
for victims of the
September 11th
attacks
AP Photo Archives

Carnegie Science
Center Friday Night
XPress Bus to Fun

Every Friday through Dec. 14, Car-
negie Mellon students can take
the Friday Night XPress Bus

shuttle to the Carnegie Science Center
for an evening of fun. For just $8 (with
CMU I.D.), you can experience a variety
of entertainment. (Note that the shuttle
will not run Nov. 23, the Friday after
Thanksgiving, and that availability is
based on theater and exhibition capac-
ity.)

UPMC SportsWorks
Billed as the “largest science and sports
exhibition on the planet,” SportsWorks
offers wall climbing, a bungee trampo-
line, a high-wire bike as well as
simulator and virtual reality effects.

Omnimax Takes You There
Sit in the front row and go backstage to
see Kid Rock, Moby, Santana, Dave
Matthews Band, Macy Gray, Sheryl
Crow, Mary J. Blige, B.B. King and
more. Showtimes are 9 and 10:30 p.m.

Laser shows
“Beatles Laser Anthology” (10 p.m. )
“Led Zeppelin Laser and Confused”

(11 p.m. )
“Pink Floyd, The Wall 2001”

(12 midnight)

The Friday Night XPress Bus leaves
from the UC turnaround at the bottom of
every hour starting at 6:30 p.m. Return
trips every hour until 1 a.m. For more in-
formation call (412)237-3400 or log
onto www.CarnegieScienceCenter.org.

The Friday Night XPress package is
sponsored by the Museum Pass Program
(Student Senate, Student Dormitory
Council, Graduate Student Assembly,
Office of the Provost, Dean of College
of Fine Arts, Office of the President and
Office of the Dean of Student Affairs).

“goal” is your betterment, or the better-
ment of the other. Of course, their
betterment also implies your gain. The
interesting part is that, as a side effect of
focusing on achievement, you will often
succeed….

To give you some more examples of
where cooperation has resulted in ben-
efits all around: the GSA-department/
program/college happy hours have con-
tinued. We have had great turnouts for
the GSA happy hours co-sponsored by
MISM and Robotics, and have two more
on the burner with Drama and Materials
Science and Engineering. If you’re inter-
ested in co-sponsoring one, you can
contact the GSA VP, Sarah Pressman
(sarah4@andrew). We strongly encour-
age it. The department benefits, the
college benefits, and those who come
definitely benefit. Plus, it’s lots of fun.

Speaking of lots of fun, I should also
mention at this point that we’re looking
for people interested in getting involved
with the GSA (you can contact me di-
rectly about this at gsa-president@
andrew). There are a ton of benefits, and
lots of opportunities. That’s the beauty
of Carnegie Mellon. If you think there’s
something that needs to be done, and
you’re willing to do it, the administra-
tion is there to help you make it happen.
That’s just the way this university
works. The administration, the Graduate
Programs Office and the GSA are con-
tinually striving—in a very real and
practical way—to improve things for
you. Why? Simple. Because they care.

President’s Corner
continued from page 1

GUSH
(GradUate Small project Help)

correction
In the fall issue of the Graduate

Times, GUSH funding was
described as “engineered to

facilitate the highest caliber of
graduate work possible within the

CMU graduate student community.”

The description should have read:
“GUSH funding is engineered to

help graduate students reach their
full potential through the graduate

work they do at CMU.”

Good News for Employee-Grads

Graduate Tuition Benefit
Tax-Free Status Reinstated

Effective Jan. 1, 2002, Section 127 of the Internal Revenue Code, which
affects taxation of graduate tuition, will be reinstated, including the yearly
$5,250 limit. However, the reinstated law only applies to graduate courses

that begin on or after Jan. 1, 2002. As a result, any graduate-level tuition benefits
students receive for courses that begin before Jan. 1, 2002, will be subject to
normal taxation.

Section 127 permitted Carnegie Mellon to provide tax-free graduate tuition
benefits to employees up to $5,250 per calendar year. Section 127 expired on June
30, 1996, and Carnegie Mellon could no longer provide tax-free graduate tuition
benefits. This reinstatement will once again allow the tax-free benefit after Jan. 1,
2002.
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GRADUATE PROFILE
by Lisa Ritter

Now in his third year in the School of Art’s

M.F.A. program, Dr. Sean Bidic hasn’t heard

of any other reconstructive surgeons who are

pursuing a formal fine arts master’s degree.

“Developing New Realities”
Performance/audio installation
Interchange: Simultaneity in Action
West India House with the John Adams Institute
Amsterdam, Netherlands
February 2001

In an attempt to blur societal titles like “doctor” and “artist,” Bidic and fellow Art
student Todd Pavlisko studied each others’ primary professions (Bidic studied

acting and performance art; Pavlisko studied human anatomy, physiology and
surgical manipulations) in order to realistically present this work. In the first part
of the installation,
Pavlisko inserted
a thoracostomy
tube into Bidic’s
arm, through
which media was
transmitted. In the
second part,
performed in
Amsterdam, the
two set up
stations for the
audience to view
the operation, with
microphones that
allowed the
viewers to speak
to one another
through Bidic’s
arm.

“A Balance of Form and Function”
Photography
Photographs by Artists,
  Made for a Variety of Purposes
Foreland Street Studio, Pittsburgh
September 2001

At right is one of the images Bidic
submitted to the School of Art as

part of his application portfolio. Bidic
both performed the surgery on and took
the photographs of the hand of a 19-
year-old woman who had a painful and
debilitating atriovenous malformation.
Bidic amputated the woman’s middle
finger and reconstructed the palm
bones (metacarpals) to render a
functional and aesthetic result. For the
show, Bidic made a poster with the
pre-, intra- and post-operative images.
Cultural issues that arose from the patient were mentioned in the text
describing the images: “Although initially elated about the removal of the
diseased digit, the patient was saddened at the one-week post-op visit by the
prospect of a man placing a ring on her now middle finger.”

“In the Absence of Voyeurism”
Sound and video installation
2000 Pittsburgh Biennial
Pittsburgh Center for the Arts
September 2000

Bidic started out as a volunteer at
Pittsburgh Vision Services

because of his desire to interact with
the blind. He soon realized that his
new friends had some interesting
thoughts regarding the visual
dependence of sighted people and how
the blind experience beauty and quality
in their lives without sight. He decided
to record the conversations and
videotape their sightless eyes. The
effort culminated in a sound and video
installation that was a “slave to two
masters”: a piece that could be
experienced by both the sighted and
nonsighted. See left and below.

His dream job,

Bidic muses,

would be to have

dual appointments in

both a medical school

and an art school. continued on following page

“Communication and exchange create art,”
says Sean Bidic.

Below are some of those creations.

And it seems that in 1999 the
admissions committee in the School of
Art hadn’t either. In fact, after Bidic
had submitted his application portfolio
of some of his best work—surgical
reconstructions of faces, hands and
large wounds—he wondered why he
hadn’t heard from the school, and
ended up calling former School of Art
chair Bryan Rogers to ask about his
admission packet.

“They weren’t certain if the applica-
tion was sincere,” recalls Bidic. “But
even if I weren’t a doctor, I would
think they would still be intrigued by a
prospective student presenting surgical
reconstruction as art.” (See hand im-
age, right, which was included in
Bidic’s admissions portfolio.)

But Bidic really was a doctor—hav-
ing completed four years of medical
school at Columbia University and
three years of junior general surgery
residency at the University of Pitts-
burgh. At a point where the residency
program suggests a hiatus for resi-
dents to do some sort of surgical
research, Bidic decided that although
he was interested in medical research,
he also wanted to explore the art-re-
lated side of plastic surgery. And even
though none of their residents had
taken this particular route before, the
University of Pittsburgh’s plastic sur-
gery division was “enthusiastic and
generous” about Bidic’s unusual pur-
suit.

Bryan Rogers thought that the best
place for Dr. Bidic might be in Carn-
egie Mellon’s STUDIO for Creative
Inquiry, where performance artists like
Stelarc had found a home. But Bidic
insisted that he wanted to go through
the rigors of art school.

“There are issues of society-gener-
ated physical human norms and
culturally influenced visual aesthetics
that drove me to apply to the School
of Art,” he explains. “Some of my col-
leagues study traditional art crafts
(sculpture, painting or drawing, for
example), but none have pursued a
formal fine arts master’s, which in-
cludes art history, critical theory,
philosophy and exposure to new me-
dia—all with a contemporary
influence. Many of my medical col-
leagues are confused as to how I am in
my third year of study and have yet to
paint a picture or mold clay.”

Although the two disciplines seem
worlds apart, Bidic has noticed several
basic similarities between art and
medicine. For instance, documentation
is very important in both disciplines:
visuals go into the art student’s portfo-
lio, while pre-, intra- and
post-operative photos of reconstruc-
tive surgery help in patient edification,
medical-legal issues, resident educa-
tion and student teaching.
Additionally, the student spends the
first year in both areas learning the
language and understanding the his-
tory of the profession.

But the remainder of each program
drastically differs from the other. In
medical school, the last two years con-
sist of a regimented curriculum that
the student must follow and master,
while the last two years of art school
“open up” and let the student “be cre-
ative, make as much work as possible
and experiment with different media
and genres.” This was definitely a
challenge Bidic was up to. Applying
the work ethic that became ingrained
in him during medical school and resi-
dency, he did five shows last year
incorporating photography, sound art,
video art, performance and architec-
tural design. He has shown or
performed works at—among others—
the Andy Warhol Museum, the Center
for Contemporary Art in Cleveland
and a Performative Arts Symposium at
Penn State University.

Bidic has found his niche at Carn-
egie Mellon, where his work has
embodied the interdisciplinarity and
community service that the university
values. In his first two years in the
M.F.A. program, he has taken an act-
ing class and taught fellow art student
Todd Pavlisko surgical techniques so
that they could collaborate on a per-
formance piece together. (“Todd’s
skills truly rival those of first- and sec-
ond-year surgery residents,” says
Bidic. See “Developing New Reali-
ties,” right.) He first volunteered with
and ultimately represented the view-
point of the blind at Pittsburgh Vision
Services through a mixed-media au-
diovisual installation presented at the
Pittsburgh Center for the Arts. (See
“In the Absence of Voyeurism,” right.)

Currently, he is collaborating with
Robotics Assistant Professor Yoky
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Why Carnegie Mellon
Didn’t Participate in
the Chronicle of Higher
Education Survey on
Graduate Student
Stipends

by Nancy Klancher
Director, Graduate Programs Office

Recently, the Chronicle of Higher
Education published compara-

tive findings on graduate student
stipend levels at top research institu-
tions. Of the 61 American
institutions in the Association of
American Universities who were
asked about stipends in six fields,
more than 70% of the institutions re-
sponded. Carnegie Mellon was not
one of them.

Our decision not to participate in
the Chronicle survey was largely
due to the decentralized and there-
fore inconsistent nature of our data.
The good news is that graduate pro-
gram administrators are now
actively collaborating with the
Registrar’s Office to implement a
new graduate data-gathering tool.
The “grad data screen” is slated to
be piloted this spring. It will gather
all sorts of financial, demographic
and academic information on gradu-
ate students that will allow trends in
graduate student careers to be fol-
lowed more closely and therefore
add a firmer foundation to CMU’s
graduate policy-making.

Major findings of the Chronicle sur-
vey were as follows:

1. Several Ivy League universities
have made substantial increases
in their stipend levels over the
past year, widening the gap be-
tween stipends at elite private
institutions and most public uni-
versities.

2. Those increases were not the
norm. Most institutions surveyed
were increasing their stipends by
1-5%, as opposed to the 12-20%
reported at places like Princeton
and Yale.

3. Almost all the institutions sur-
veyed said they provide some
health insurance benefit for
graduate assistants.

4. Of the institutions that do pro-
vide health-insurance benefits,
about half cover the entire cost;
most others pay a substantial
portion, usually 50-90%.

For a full version of the Chronicle
article, go to chronicle.com/free/
v48/i05/05a02401.htm.

Professional Development Guru #1

The first in a series of introductions
to smart role models

Donald Norman is Professor of
Computer Science at North-
western University and has

advanced degrees in both psychology
and electrical engineering. He was
schooled at MIT and the University of
Pennsylvania. His professional bio
ranges across academia and industry
and includes such work venues as
Apple Computer, University of
California, Harvard University,
Merrill Lynch and Georgia Tech. He
is a strong advocate of human-
centered design and simplicity, and is
perhaps best known for his book The
Design of Everyday Things
(Currency/Doubleday, 1990). By his
own account, his philosophy is best
summed up by the epigraph to his
book Things That Make Us Smart:
Defending Human Attributes in the
Age of the Machine (Perseus, 1994):
“People Propose, Science Studies,
Technology Conforms.”

By now it should be clear that
Norman is, in many ways, a
wonderful role model for graduate
students here at CMU, many of whom
are engaged in cutting-edge research
and, very often, trained across the
disciplines. In the area of professional
development, not only his experience,
but his analytical method provide
especially relevant information and
direction for graduate students close
to completing their degrees. He has,
for instance, recently published an
insightful meditation on the training
of students in the behavioral,
cognitive and social sciences (BCSS)
and the disconnect between that
training and the world of “product-
driven industry.” Norman observes

Fitness News

Yoga is the new de-stressor of
choice. Yoga has been shown to

ease, tension, relax the mind for better
academic and personal focus, ease lower
back pain, and give you a better over all
well-being. The question is not why
would you do yoga, it is why not!

This semester, you can participate in a
yoga class Sundays, 6:30-7:30 p.m. in
the UC. Starting next semester, the class
will run Tuesdays and Thursdays, 12
noon-1:15 p.m. in the Skibo Gym.

Group exercise cards can be pur-
chased at the UC and are good until
August 2002.

 —Donna Morosky, Director,
Fitness and Health

that “the skills currently taught within
the Universities are simply
inappropriate to the needs of industry”
even while the talents of BCSS
students are sorely needed in the
world of product development. He
then goes on to analyze the culture
differences between BCSS academia
and industry:

The BCSS student is taught
analysis: industry needs
synthesis—design. The scientific
community seeks truth and
perfection. Industry needs doers,
not analyzers. It needs quick,
approximate answers that are
“good enough” for the purpose:
Engineering approximations rule
the day, not precision.

Since industry sorely needs the
communication, social interaction and
group dynamic skills of the BCSS
community, Norman constructs what
he calls an “applied-discipline
curriculum” to better prepare BCSS
students for the world of industry.

For additional cantankerous, yet
thought-provoking, forays into the
application of intellectual work to
user-centered design, see Norman’s
The Psychology of Everyday Things
(Harper Collins, 1988) and Turn
Signals Are the Facial Expressions of
Automobiles (Perseus, 1993).

Also, look to the Graduate Programs
Office website (www.cmu.edu/adm/
apaa/gpo) in mid-November, when
our new Professional Development
link will be up and running. This new
site will feature bibliographies of
books about professional
development, sortable by discipline,
seminar topic or career path; useful
professional and career development
website links; the schedule for this
year’s professional development
seminar series; and an article of the
month. Each month we will also
feature an interview with a
professional who discusses his or her
career choices and career path.

There is life after graduate school.
And we are going to help you learn
exactly which you want, why and how
to get there.

—Nancy Klancher
Director, Graduate Programs Office

Matsuoka, graduate students Aaron
Greenfield and Dave Wilkinson and un-
dergraduate Ray Ayala on a robotic hand
and arm. The project—which examines
the link among language, behavior and
computer interface—is a major compo-
nent of Bidic’s thesis. He hopes that it
will have clinical applications for vic-
tims of stroke and spinal cord injury as
well.

What’s next for Dr. Bidic? He is “defi-
nitely going back” for the two final
years of his University of Pittsburgh fel-
lowship. “I like the surgery and patient
care aspects,” he says. But he will also
certainly keep in touch with friends and
colleagues he’s met at Carnegie Mellon.
His research with Robotics will continue
even after he’s back at Pitt, and he is un-
likely to relinquish the creative space
he’s found in the art world.

His dream job, Bidic muses, would be
to have dual appointments in both a
medical school and an art school. Most
reconstructive surgeons view their work
as sculpting of the body, he explains,
“but there’s so much more to it than that.
What are we trying to restore? There’s a
delicate balance between form and func-
tion. So often we exaggerate forms to
cater to societal norms.” One of the
valuable lessons that he’s gotten out of
the M.F.A. program is being able to “cri-
tique the current culture,” a far cry from
med school’s by-the-book curriculum.

“Going to art school has changed my
life in an excellent way,” summarizes
Bidic. “Peers, advisors and teachers
have pried my eyes open to see some
different themes in our culture. Going
through the treadmill of medicine, I
wasn’t exposed to that. Now I regard so-
ciety and my medical profession in a
different way.”

You can read more about Sean Bidic
in the September/October 2001, issue of
Artbyte: The Magazine of Digital Arts &
Culture.

Graduate Profile
continued

Graduate Programs
Office Video Library

The Graduate Programs Office
(GPO) has available for borrow-
ing a variety of titles that may be

of interest to graduate students. Titles
currently available include recent Alcoa
Foundation Lectures featuring Emery
Brown, M.D., Ph.D.; Ellis Marsalis;
Eliana Rivero, Ph.D.; Barbara Smith,
Ph.D.; and the Race in Pittsburgh Panel.

Also available are “Bringing Young
Minority Women to the Threshold of
Science”; “A Century of Women: Work
and Family”; “A Century of Women:
Sexuality and Social Justice”; “A Cen-
tury of Women: Image and Popular
Culture”; “Double Helix”; Dr. Louise
Fitzgerald’s lecture on sexual harass-
ment; “Mentors and Mentees: Scenarios
of Mentoring Relationships”; “A Ques-
tion of Color”; “Science for Life: Do It
for Yourself”; and “The Way Home.”

If you are interested in borrowing a
video from the GPO Video Library, e-
mail kst@andrew.cmu.edu with your
name, the title of the video you want to
borrow, and the day and date you want
to get it. You will then be informed if
your selection is available, and when
you can pick it up.

When borrowing a video you will be
able to pick it up from the door of
Warner Hall 419 the day you are sched-
uled to get it. The video must be
returned by 5 p.m. the next business day
(Monday-Friday).

Friends and Colleagues
Celebrate the Work of Stephanie Byram

Aprogram celebrating the work of Carnegie Mellon alumna and
postdoctoral fellow Stephanie Byram was held Saturday, Nov. 10.
Byram died on June 9 at age 38, after a long battle with breast

cancer. She received her doctorate from the Department of Social and
Decision Sciences and was a postdoctoral fellow in the Department of
Psychology.

In the seminar, individuals who collaborated with Stephanie Byram described
their work with her, putting it in practical and theoretical context. Their talks
explored the reason for studying those issues, how Stephanie and her
colleagues chose to study them and what the results mean for life and science.
These talks celebrated Byram’s work by sharing it with a broader audience
and showing how her work continues after her passing.

Participating in the seminar were Michele Colon, Robyn Dawes and Baruch
Fischhoff, Roberta Klatzky, Jenn Lerner and Michael Scheier (Carnegie
Mellon); Lisa Schwartz (Dartmouth Medical School); Ann Bostrom (Georgia
Tech); and Steven Woloshin (Veterans Administration). The seminar was
organized by the Department of Social and Decision Sciences, the
Department of Psychology and the College of Humanities and Social
Sciences.
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CAREER CONNECTIONS

As most of you are
aware, the current job
market is uncertain at
best. Weak economic
conditions, coupled
with the after-effects
following the events of

September 11th, have created a wary
“wait and see” approach among many
organizations in regard to hiring.
According to the most recent survey
data from the National Association of
Colleges and Employers (NACE),
about 30% of the recruiters
responding to the NACE survey
indicated that they planned to hire
fewer college graduates during this
academic year as compared to the
last. While some recruiters have said
that the job market might improve
during the first half of next year, it
would appear that hiring activity in
the near future is likely to be at
reduced levels across many sectors of
the economy.

While everyone’s job search
campaign will be unique, depending
upon their unique background and
circumstances, there are several
strategies that will benefit just about
anyone.

First, work on your presentation
skills. These skills include not only
your resume/CV or cover letter, but
also your interview style and your
approach to recruiters at job fairs. The
first step in honing your presentation
skills is to develop an inventory of
strengths—what are the top three or
four “selling points” that you can
offer to a potential employer? These
points can be drawn from a variety of
sources, such as academic work,
practical experience, etc. As you
identify your strengths, don’t neglect
to also include “intangibles”—skills
or competencies that you know that
you possess, but are difficult to
quantify (such as creativity, problem-
solving or teamwork). Once you’ve
identified your strengths, make sure
that you can provide examples of
using those strengths. For instance,
you may have participated in a
research project that provided you
with an opportunity to develop an
expertise in database design. The
Career Center offers a series of
workshops that will help you to hone
your presentation skills. Workshops
scheduled for November and
December are listed in the Calendar
of Events on page 8. For information
on these and other workshops, go to
www.studentaffairs.cmu.edu/career/
and click on the “workshops” link.

Some
Practical

Job Search
Tips for

Challenging
Times

You may also want to meet with your
program’s career consultant. Heinz
and GSIA students have their own
career offices; for students in all other
graduate programs, call the Career
Center at 268-2064, or visit Warner
Hall 19 to make an appointment.

Second, broaden your horizons.
Look for a wide range of
opportunities to contact employers.
While there are events that are taking
place here at Carnegie Mellon to
assist students in their job searches
(such as on-campus interviewing and
job fairs), there are many potential
employers who do not visit the
campus. You can use both hard copy
and online directories to identify
some of these employers, and to
contact them directly. The Career
Center in Warner Hall 19 has a
number of employer directories in its
library. Additionally, the Career
Center subscribes to an extensive
online database called CareerSearch
(www.studentaffairs.cmu.edu/career/
CareerBriefs/career.html). While
you’re online, check out some
employment web sites with job
listings specifically geared toward
graduate students in your field of
study. A good starting point is a site
maintained by the International
Studies Association, which features
links to a variety of online job listings
for grad students: csf.colorado.edu/
isa/resources1.html.

Finally, develop a realistic and
effective schedule for your job search.
To be successful, job search efforts
need to be consistent. You can’t
expect to get results if you actively
search for employment only once in a
while when you have a spare moment.
On the other hand, you need not
spend every waking moment
contacting employers. Take an honest
look at your weekly schedule and
determine how much time that you
can realistically devote to the process.
Even two or three hours per week can
be more than enough if the time
allotted is used wisely. A wise use of
this time might include researching
companies, contacting potential
employers via e-mail or regular mail,
going to job fairs or interviews, and
meeting with your career consultant.

Job searching in challenging
economic times calls for a different
approach. Following the tips outlined
above will help you to bring your
search to a successful conclusion.

—Kevin Collins,
Career Center

CPSR is a national organization
(www.cpsr.org). There are several mem-
bers of the CMU and Pitt community
who are members of this organization,
but the local chapter has been dormant
for about 10 years. We’re taking the op-
portunity to revive it. Basically, the
organization provides us an umbrella un-
der which to do all the things we want to
do anyway—to organize panels, bring in
speakers, host group discussions, etc.
We feel very free to give our CPSR a
flavor that reflects the unique interests
of the people that compose it.

The first group of students that we ap-
proached to help organize an event
addressing the impact of September 11th
on SCS were members of women@SCS,
students in the RI, ISRI and HCII.
We’ve only had limited contact with stu-
dents in other schools, but are hoping
that our Nov. 1 event will facilitate out-
reach to other students. We all want
more students to be included in our plan-
ning, and to have access to the events we
plan.

I think there have always been stu-
dents around who’ve been concerned
about the social and ethical implications
of their work in computer science, or
their ties to government funding. Sep-
tember 11th, though, really forced us to
address more formally the social issues
of computing, which a lot of us had al-
ready been discussing informally
anyway. That provided the basis for the
panel discussions, and for the CPSR re-
vival.

Bernadine Dias: I think the tragic events
on September 11th made a lot of people
re-evaluate their priorities and think
about what is important in their lives and
in their work. The idea for the panel
came about from a few students deciding
that the issues they were discussing
should be addressed at a larger level, and
hence took action to promote discus-
sions on related topics.

Where were you when you heard
about the September 11th attacks?
Trey Smith: I was in my office. I went
down to the RoboLounge to see the TV
news; it was packed. Everyone was a
little shell-shocked.

Allin:  I got the SCS-wide e-mail about
the WTC. Watching the news in the
RoboLounge, I really wanted to be in
New York City. I felt very powerless
here at the time. I lived in NYC for 10
years, and had friends in the WTC (who
are all, thankfully, safe).

Dias: I was just about to leave my apart-
ment when I heard about the first crash
on the radio. When I got to school, I
heard about the second crash from my
office mates—that’s when I realized it
was a terrorist attack and not an acci-
dent.

What do you hope to accomplish (for
yourself, your colleagues and for
those who attend the panels) in hold-
ing these discussions?
Smith: How pros and cons are balanced
to make social policy decisions is a po-
litical process; as computer profession-
als, we have no special skills there.
Where we can make an impact is in ex-
posing what the pros and cons of par-
ticular choices are, based on our
technical expertise.

When it’s clear-cut, we can take a po-
sition. For instance, the UCITA (a trade
bill) prohibits certain kinds of reverse
engineering of software. We as computer
programmers know that reverse engi-
neering one piece of software is often
necessary in order to figure out how to

make another piece work with it. That’s
a legitimate use of reverse engineering,
and it should be protected. Internation-
ally, CPSR has many working groups
that think about issues like these, and we
try to educate people about the technical
side of social policy.

Dias: Mainly, I’d like to raise a greater
sense of awareness about the responsi-
bilities and social impact that is a
product of the research we do. We also
hope to provide a forum for those inter-
ested to engage in meaningful debate
and gain useful insight into the topics of
discussion.

Allin:  I totally agree with Bernadine
[Dias]. I want to promote some discus-
sion here about the social and ethical
implications inherent in what we do. We
have the talent and resources here to re-
ally facilitate change in the world; the
power to make change, however, carries
with it responsibility.

Are there future panel discussions
planned?
All:  At present, we intend “Computing
Post World Trade Center” to be a semi-
nar series. We’d like to see other panels
address issues like robotics in disaster
relief efforts, the ethics inherent in fund-
ing choices, technology gaps between
this country and others, and so on.

We’ve also gotten in touch with a host
of interesting potential panelists and
speakers for future events due to our
planning for the Nov. 1 event, including
major figures in encryption, people who
do research pertaining to epidemic de-
tection and relief, etc. We plan to bring
these speakers in as we are able to, and
as we find local interest.

We’ve also set up a spot on our web
site where other students can make sug-
gestions for topics they might like to see
discussed. We invite members of the
campus community to visit the website
and drop us a line if you can think of
anything you want us to get involved in
or be aware of.

News from the Hub

The Spring 2002 Schedule of
Classes is now available online at
www.cmu.edu/hub. New func-

tionality permits searching the schedule
by course time, instructor and depart-
ment. You may also view the html
version or download and print an up-to-
date Excel version of the schedule by
visiting the Downloads page of the
Schedule of Classes.

Computing Post Sept. 11th
continued from page 1

CMU’s Campaign for Great Ideas

Last year a small group of indi-
viduals committed to the concept
of broad campus improvement

pulled together to form the Campaign
for Great Ideas committee. During the
spring, these individuals solicited ideas
for bettering the campus experience
from the Carnegie Mellon community in
exchange for a cookie. The effort was an
overwhelming success with more than
1,300 great ideas collected.

Since that time, the committee has de-
veloped a useful, working document by
sorting and summarizing the list, and has
begun interfacing with departments for
which ideas were submitted to assess
feasibility and develop action plans for
completion of some of the submissions.

The campus has already begun to see

action on some of these. For example,
the diagonal walkway from the Forbes
Avenue intersection to the University
Center was completed this summer. The
request for more activities, particularly
outdoor, served as the stimulus for the
new “Fridays on the Cut” program series
that offers up a variety of activities each
Friday at 4:30 p.m. Additionally, free en-
try into the Phipps Conservatory, Heinz
History Museum and the Mattress Fac-
tory was added to the Museum Pass
program for our student population be-
ginning this fall.

The committee expects such progress
to continue on many of the ideas submit-
ted.

—Bob Wilson, Student Activities

If you are interested in attending
other discussions in the “Computing

After the World Trade Center:
Surveillance and Privacy” series,
there are more panel discussions

scheduled for the future. See www-
2.cs.cmu.edu/~cpsr/WTC/ for more

information.

In addition, the SCS planning group
will be having regular meetings
through January on Tuesdays in

Wean 4623 at 6 p.m.
All are welcome.

Do you have news

you’d like to share?

Send it to lr2c@andrew.

The deadline for

the Spring 2002 issue is

Feb. 1.
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Government Actions on Innovative Ac-
tivities in the Development of
Environmental Technologies to Control
Sulfur Dioxide Emissions from Station-
ary Sources.” Taylor submitted her final
dissertation draft in January and gradu-
ated in May 2001.

Graduate School of
Industrial Administration

M.B.A. student David Betts has been
elected graduate student vice president
of the Carnegie Mellon chapter of the
Honor Society of Phi Kappa Phi. Betts
had previously served two terms as trea-
surer and one as faculty vice president
when he was a faculty member in the
School of Drama.

Mechanical Engineering
Master’s student Maria Sensi has

been awarded the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers’ Marjorie Roy
Rothermel Scholarship. The $2,000
award is given annually to a master’s
degree student for scholastic achieve-
ment, leadership qualities and financial
need.

School of Computer Science
The following students have been se-

lected as Siebel Scholars for 2002:
Deepayan Chakrabarti (Center for Au-
tomated Learning and Discovery),
Timothy Eck  (Entertainment Technol-
ogy Center), John Langford (Computer
Science Department), Gregory Steffan
(Computer Science Department) and
David Wilkinson (Robotics Institute).
Carnegie Mellon received a $2.5 million
gift to recognize students who have dis-
tinguished themselves through academic
and leadership excellence. Each Siebel
Scholar award is $25,000; the student
receives $2,500 and his/her unit receives
$22,500 to help pay educational costs
such as tuition, stipends and fees. Carn-
egie Mellon is one of 10 other
universities in the U.S. with Siebel
Scholar programs.

The Human-Computer Interaction In-
stitute announces that all of the students
in their program who were eligible have
received three-year fellowships begin-
ning 2001-02: Douglas Baker, Laura
Dabbish and Regina Tassone have re-
ceived Department of Defense National
Defense Science and Engineering
Graduate Fellowships and Sonya Allin
has received a National Science Founda-
tion Graduate Research Fellowship. In
addition, James Fogarty and Jeffrey
Nichols are in the second year of their
NSF fellowship awards.

Carnegie Mellon’s soccer simulation
team placed first in the RoboCup 2001
coach competition, held in Seattle in
August. The coach and soccer-playing
simulation team included graduate stu-
dents Paul Carpenter and Pat Riley,
post-doc Gal Kaminka and Professor
Manuela Veloso. CMU’s legged robot
team CMPack’01 took second place in
the Sony Legged Robot League at
RoboCup. They lost to the University of
New South Wales 9-2. The team con-
sisted of doctoral students James
Bruce, Scott Lenser and Will Uther ,
Professor Manuela Veloso and junior
Martin Hock . The Carnegie Mellon
teams were the only American teams to
take any place in the competition.

Roger Wayne Miller, a 1998 master
of software engineering graduate, died
Sept. 28 in an auto accident in Mexico
while on his way to work. Miller was
head of Delphi Automotive Systems’
software center in Queretaro, Mexico.
He is survived by his wife, Amie, and
three children, Kaitlyn, 9, Samuel, 7,
and Noah, 4. Memorial contributions

News from Across Campus
continued from page 1 The

International
Perspective
Highlighting issues and events that
are of interest to Carnegie Mellon’s
international graduate student
population

Intercultural
Communication Center (ICC)

Warner Hall 418
www.cmu.edu/adm/apaa/icc/icc.html
eslhelp@andrew
x8-4979

Diagnostic Placement Interviews
of Incoming International
Graduate Students
Jan. 7-25
All international students who are
non-native speakers of English are
urged to have this interview before
they begin their studies at Carnegie
Mellon. The purpose of the placement
interview is to evaluate students’ oral
language skills so that we can advise
them about the appropriate ICC
classes or workshops that would best
help them to improve their
communication skills. Students must
have this interview before they can
register for ICC programs.

The Office of
International Education (OIE)

Warner Hall 301
www.cmu.edu/intl-ed/
gfsadv@andrew
x8-5231

International Student
Orientation
Sunday, Jan. 13, 12 noon-6 p.m.
McKenna-Peter-Wright Rooms, UC
Orientation for new international
students who are beginning in the
spring semester.

Work and Internships in the
U.S.: How Can Students Legally
Participate?
Tuesday, Jan. 29, 5-6:30 p.m.
Rangos I & II, UC
This workshop is for international
students who wish to find out about
how to get off-campus work
authorization either during or after
their studies. Discussion will focus on
work authorization while in student
immigration status.

International Student Union
TGIF
Friday, Feb. 1, 5:30-7 p.m.
Danforth Lounge, UC
Come regroup with your international

friends, and join us for snacks and
conversation.

Student Contact Program
Volunteer Training (1st session)
Thursday, Feb. 14, 4:30-6 p.m.
McKenna-Peter Rooms, UC
Volunteers need only attend one
session—either this one or March 4.
“Student contacts” can be either U.S.
or foreign students. Each volunteer
will be assigned to one or two new
students with whom they will
correspond before the student arrives
in Pittsburgh, and meet during a social
event at the beginning of the fall
semester. This program requires a
limited commitment on your part, but
is extremely beneficial to new
international students.

International Graduate Women’s
Health Issues
Wednesday, Feb. 20, 5-7:30 p.m.
McKenna-Peter Rooms, UC
This session will focus on the various
health issues and concerns of
international women.

International Student Union TGIF
Friday, March 1, 5:30-7 p.m.
Danforth Lounge, UC
Join us for snacks and conversation.

Student Contact Program
Volunteer Training
(2nd and final session)
Monday, March 4, 4:30-6 p.m.
Dowd Room, UC
If you weren’t able to make the first
training session you must attend this
training session to participate.

Tax Workshop for Non-Resident
Tax Issues
Wednesday, March 6, 5-7 p.m.
McConomy Auditorium, UC
A representative of the Internal
Revenue Service will be present to
help you with your tax questions. You
should complete your tax forms as best
you can before attending this meeting.
Since this may be the only opportunity
you have to ask questions from a
professional, be prepared with
questions before you arrive.

Non-Resident Tax Advising
Tuesday, March 12-Friday, March 15
3-8 p.m.
Saturday, March 16-Sunday, March 17
10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Class of ’87 Room, UC
Volunteers in Tax Assistance will be
available to answer specific questions
on non-resident tax issues. You should
complete your tax forms as best you
can before attending this meeting. You
should bring any and all W2, 1042S,
1099, 8843, 1040NR, 1040NREZ and
any other tax forms with you.

can be sent to the Miller Family
Children’s Scholarship Fund, c/o First
Church of the Nazarene, 2734 S. Wash-
ington Street, Kokomo, Indiana 46902.
Messages to Miller’s wife, Amie, can be
sent to Bob Lindman (MSE, August
2000) (robert.p.lindman@delphiauto.
com), who will deliver them to her.

Statistics
Ph.D. candidate Lou Mariano  was

named Harold Gulliksen Psychometric
Fellow for the 2001-2002 academic year
by the Educational Testing Service of
Princeton, N.J. The goal of this national
program is to increase the number of
well-trained psychometricians and statis-
ticians conducting research on various
educational testing issues.

Scholarship and
Fellowship News

The Fellowship Resource Advising
Center (FRAC) assists Carnegie
Mellon students in fulfilling their

intellectual and professional goals by
promoting awareness of external schol-
arship and fellowship opportunities, and
providing advice and support to students
who apply for these awards.

We encourage students to complete
the registration form available at the
FRAC website. When you register with
FRAC, your name is added to a dlist by
college and academic level. During the
academic year, a student will receive a
monthly newsletter and e-mails concern-
ing available scholarships that are
relevant to the student’s field(s) of study.

Scholarship Deadlines
American Association of University
Women Fellowships & Grants
Deadlines: mid-November-December

United States Department of
Education’s Jacob K. Javits
Fellowship Program
The Jacob K. Javits Fellowship Program
provides financial assistance to students
of superior ability, as demonstrated by
their achievements and exceptional
promise, to undertake study at the
doctoral and master’s of fine arts level.
Deadline: Nov. 30, 2001

U.S. Department of Energy,
Office of Energy Research
Computational Science Graduate
Fellowship Program
The Computational Science Graduate
Fellowship Program provides
outstanding benefits and opportunities to
students pursuing a Ph.D. in scientific or
engineering disciplines with an emphasis
in high-performance computing. Fellows
also participate in research at a DOE
laboratory.
Deadline: Jan. 16, 2002

For information on these and other fel-
lowships and scholarships available to
graduate students contact:

Fellowship Resource Advising Center
(FRAC)
404 and 429 Warner Hall
Janet Stocks, Director, x8-1969
Fran Branzel, Assistant, x8-1969
www.cmu.edu/adm/frac/

Grants/Fellowships for
U.S. Scholars for
Research in Humanities
and Social Sciences
Abroad

The International Research and Ex-
change Board (IREX) is offering
grants/fellowships for eligible

graduate students to study abroad. These
grants are awarded to 400 graduate stu-
dents who are interested in research in
international affairs and the opportunity
to study abroad. IREX has seven differ-
ent grants and fellowships available to
help students pursue a master’s or doc-
torate in the humanities or social
sciences: Individual Advanced Research
Program, Russian-U.S. Young Fellows
for Public Service Program, Caspian Sea
Regional Symposium, Regional Scholar
Exchange Program, Short-Term Travel
Grant Program, John J. and Nancy Lee
Roberts Program, and Black and
Caspian Sea Collaborative Research
Program. For more information or an ap-
plication, write IREX, 1616 H Street
NW, Washington, DC 20006, or call
(202) 628-8188.

graduate
student

happy hour
Fridays

Nov. 30 and Dec. 7
5-7 p.m.

Skibo Coffee House
2nd floor, UC

Grad students and one guest over
21 years old* are welcome.

Pizza, beer and soda will be served.
Sponsored by the GSA.

*picture ID with birthdate required
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Carnegie Mellon University
5000 Forbes Avenue

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
15213-3890

Carnegie Mellon University does not dis-
criminate and Carnegie Mellon University
is required not to discriminate in admission,
employment, or administration of its pro-
grams or activities on the basis of race,
color, national origin, sex or handicap in
violation of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964, Title IX of the Educational Amend-
ments of 1972 and Section 504 of the Re-
habilitation Act of 1973 or other federal,
state, or local laws or executive orders.

In addition, Carnegie Mellon University
does not discriminate in admission, em-
ployment or administration of its programs
on the basis of religion, creed, ancestry,
belief, age, veteran status, sexual orienta-
tion or in violation of federal, state, or local
laws or executive orders. However, in the
judgment of the Carnegie Mellon Human
Relations Commission, the Department of
Defense policy of, “Don’t ask, don’t tell,
don’t pursue,” excludes openly gay, lesbian
and bisexual students from receiving
ROTC scholarships or serving in the mili-
tary. Nevertheless, all ROTC classes at
Carnegie Mellon University are available
to all students.

Inquiries concerning application of these
statements should be directed to the Pro-
vost, Carnegie Mellon University, 5000
Forbes Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15213, tele-
phone (412) 268-6684 or the Vice Presi-
dent for Enrollment, Carnegie Mellon
University, 5000 Forbes Avenue, Pitts-
burgh, PA 15213, telephone (412) 268-
2056.

Obtain general information about Carnegie
Mellon University by calling (412) 268-
2000.

GRADUATE

T  I  M  E  S
CALENDAR of EVENTS

Check out
calendar.web.cmu.edu/

for more events on campus and
around town.

NOVEMBER
19 Graduate Women’s Gathering  GWG

“Dealing with Difficult Advisors/
Finding Mentors”
Judy Hill and Lenore Blum
12:15-1:15 p.m.
Rangos 2, UC

20 Eberly Center Teaching Seminar EC

“Working Well One on One”
5-7 p.m.
Carnegie Conference Room, Warner
Hall

22-23 Thanksgiving break
No classes; university offices closed

27 Professional Development Series  PDS

“Difficult Conversations
in the Workplace”
Rea Freeland and Ron Placone
6-8 p.m.
Rangos 3/McKenna, UC

28 Career Center Workshop
“Planning Successful On-Site
Interviews”
4:30-6 p.m.
McKenna/Peter/Wright Rooms, UC
For more information, call x8-2064.

30 GSA Happy Hour
5-7 p.m.
Skibo Coffee House, UC

DECEMBER
3 Career Center Workshop

“Networking”
4:30–6 p.m.
Rangos 3, UC
For more information, call x8-2064.

University Lecture Series
“The Global Issues of
HIV and AIDS”
Janice P. Kopelman, Director,
Bureau of Communicable Diseases,
Pennsylvania Department of Health
4:30-6 p.m.
Adamson Wing, Baker Hall

4 Graduate Student Seminar GSS

“Negotiating a Job Offer:
The Academy and Beyond”
Laurie Weingart
12 noon-1:30 p.m.
Connan Room, UC

5 Graduate Women’s Gathering GWG

Connecting Luncheon
12:15-1:15 p.m.
Rangos 3, UC

Soup and Substance
“Trends in Conflict Resolution:
Local, National, Global”
Martha Harty, Lecturer, Philosophy
12:30-1:30 p.m.
Peter/Wright/McKenna Rooms, UC

Career Center Workshop
“Understanding Benefits
Packages”
4:30-6 p.m.
Connan Room, UC
For more information, call x8-2064.

7 GSA Happy Hour
5-7 p.m.
Skibo Coffee House, UC

11 Semester and Mini-2 last day of
classes (except GSIA)

12 Reading Day (except GSIA)

Women Abroad Luncheon IP

12 noon-1 p.m.
Class of ’87 Room, UC

13-20 Final exams (except GSIA)

14 GSIA Semester and Mini-2
last day of classes

15-19 GSIA semester and
Mini-2 final exams

21 Winter Recess
through Jan. 13

25 Christmas
University offices closed

31 New Year’s
through Jan. 1
University offices closed

EC  For more information or to register,
e-mail Michelle Pierson at eberly-
center@andrew. Registration
confirmations are not sent, so you should
assume you are registered unless you
hear otherwise.

GSOC, GSS and GWG  Register by four business
days in advance at www.cmu.edu/adm/
apaa/grad/programlist.html or call
x8-7970.

IP  See International Perspective on page
7 for more information.

PD  Register in person by four business
days in advance at WH 419. Call
x8-7970 for more information.

JANUARY
7 Diagnostic Placement Interviews of

Incoming International Graduate
Students  IP

through Jan. 25

13 International Student Orientation  IP

12 noon-6 p.m.
McKenna-Peter-Wright Rooms, UC

14 Spring Semester and Mini-3
classes begin

17 Graduate Student Seminar GSS

“Academic Job Search:
All the Fundamentals”
Cliff Davidson
12 noon-1:30 p.m.
Connan Room, UC

21 Martin Luther King Jr. Day
No afternoon classes, noon-4:30

Afternoon programs
12:30-4:30 p.m., UC

Candlelight procession
and keynote address
4:30 p.m., Rangos, UC

Bach Choir of Pittsburgh presents a
musical tribute
7 p.m., Rangos, UC

22 Graduate Women’s Gathering GWG

“Balancing Your Life and
Managing Stress and Anger”
12:15-1:15 p.m.
Rangos 3, UC

Professional Development Series PDS

“Budgeting/Financial Analysis”
6-9 p.m.
Rangos 3/Peter Room, UC

28 Alcoa Foundation Speaker Series
Topic to be announced
Hilary Inyang
Director, Center for Environmental
Engineering and Science Technologies,
University of Massachusetts-Lowell
4:30-6 p.m.
Adamson Wing, BH

Grad Students of Color Dinner GSOC

“Becoming Catalysts for Change:
Assuming Leadership in the
Academy”
Hilary Inyang (see above)
6-8 p.m.
Whitfield Hall, Craig Street

29 Work and Internships in the U.S.: How
Can Students Legally Participate?  IP

5-6:30 p.m.
Rangos I & II, UC

31 Eberly Center Teaching Seminar EC

“Overview of Student Motivation”
5-7 p.m.
Class of ’87 Room, UC

FEBRUARY
1 International Student Union TGIF  IP

5:30-7 p.m.
Danforth Lounge, UC

6 Graduate Student Seminar GSS

“Overcoming the Dissertation Blues”
Illah Nourbakhsh
12 noon-1:30 p.m.
Connan Room, UC

7 Eberly Center Teaching Seminar EC

“Promoting Academic Integrity”
5-7 p.m.
McKenna Room, UC

11 Graduate Women’s Gathering GWG

Connecting Luncheon
12:15-1:15 p.m.
Rangos 3, UC

12 Professional Development Series PD

“Project Management in the Academy
and in Industry: Resources,
Scheduling, Supervising and
Delivering”
6-9 p.m.
Rangos 3/Wright, UC

14 Student Contact Program Volunteer
Training (1st session) IP

4:30-6 p.m.
McKenna-Peter Rooms, UC

14 Eberly Center Teaching Seminar EC

“Monitoring Your Teaching
Effectiveness”
5-7 p.m.
Wright Room, UC

20 International Graduate Women’s
Health Issues  IP

5-7:30 p.m.
McKenna-Peter Rooms, UC

25 Alcoa Foundation Speaker Series
“The Children Are Watching: How
the Media Teaches about Diversity”
Carlos Cortes
Professor of History Emeritus,
University of California-Riverside
4:30-6 p.m.
Adamson Wing, BH

Graduate Students of Color
Dinner GSOC

Carlos Cortes (see above)
6-8 p.m.
Whitfield Hall, Craig Street

28 Eberly Center Teaching Seminar EC

“Writing in the Disciplines”
5-7 p.m.
McKenna Room, UC

MARCH
1 Graduate Women’s Gathering GWG

“International, Intercultural
and Culture-Crossing Issues”
Peggy Heidish
12:15-1:15 p.m.
Rangos 3, UC

International Student Union TGIF  IP

5:30-7 p.m.
Danforth Lounge, UC

4 Student Contact Program Volunteer
Training  (2nd and final session) IP

4:30-6 p.m.
Dowd Room, UC

6 Tax Workshop for Non-Resident
Tax Issues  IP

5-7 p.m.
McConomy Auditorium, UC

7 Eberly Center Teaching Seminar EC

“Technically Speaking with
Professor Steven Rudich”
5-7 p.m.
McKenna Room, UC

7-8 Midsemester break
No classes

12-17 Non-Resident Tax Advising IP

March 12-15, 3-8 p.m.
March 16-17, 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Class of ’87 Room, UC

13 Graduate Women’s Gathering GWG

Connecting Luncheon
12:15-1:15 p.m.
Rangos 3, UC

14 Eberly Center Teaching Seminar EC

“Facilitating Collaboration and
Interaction with the Discussion
Board and Groups”
5-7 p.m.
McKenna Room, UC

15 Graduate Student Seminar GSS

“Research Ethics”
Indira Nair
12 noon-1:30 p.m.
McKenna/Peter/Wright Rooms, UC

21 Eberly Center Teaching Seminar EC

“The Day After: Helping Students
Cope with Tragedy”
5-7 p.m.
Class of ’87 Room, UC


